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Pickering Nuclear Generating Station is a CANDU
PHWR eight unit station located on Lake Ontario.
The station is divided into Pickering A {Units 1 to 4)
and Pickering B (Units 5 to 8). Pickering B is the
focus of this paper. Each unit is rated at 540 MWe.
The Primary Heat Transport (PHT) system, which is
used to cool the fuel, is divided into four quadrants.
Each quadrant has four vertical Byron Jackson PHT
main circulation pumps. Three pumps in each quad-
rant are required for normal operation, leaving one
pump in each quadrant as a spare. Each Pickering
PHT pump has a Byron Jackson Type SU two stage
mechanical seal. The typical pressure breakdown
across the seal is 8.7-4.5-1.0 MPa. Certain features
of seal operation and the PHT system which influ-
ence seal replacement are discussed below.

PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
An inherent characteristic of the Pickering PHT pump
seal is susceptibility to pressure oscillations. These
oscillations are characterized by interseal pressure
oscillating between 4 and 6 MPa at a frequency of
about 5 to 10 times per minute, increasing gland
return temperature, and high leakage past the sec-
ondary seal. The high gland return temperature
results from excessive rubbing of the carbon and car-
bide components. This causes premature wear of
the carbon and premature heat checking of the car-
bide. These oscillations may last from a few seconds
to a few hours. They may show up once on a partic-
ular pump and never come back, or can occur inter-
mittently for weeks or months.

RUN TILL THEY FAIL
Because of the redundant pump in each quadrant,
and the fact that Pickering B seals had been per-
forming well, the strategy at Pickering had been to
run the pump until the seal failed, and then change
over to the spare pump. However after a rash of fail-
ures which resulted in an extension to a planned out-
age, and a forced outage attributed to PHT pump
seal failures, a seal replacement strategy for
Pickering B PHT pumps was developed.

The extension to the planned outage and the forced
outage prompted an aggressive seal replacement
programme. The criteria for replacement was high
pump running hours or other signs of seal trouble
such as high interseal pressure. All the old seals
were disassembled and thoroughly examined. A
"Seal Inspection Form" was used to document
results of the seal examinations. The following infor-
mation was obtained:

• Seal identification information including running
hours

• Primary and secondary carbon wear rate

• Extent of heat checking on the carbides

• Condition of the rotating element components

• Condition of the elastomers

• Condition of the pressure breakdown cell

• Condition of the seal sleeve

• Additional comments; amount of crud, evidence
of metallic fines, oily appearance.

The completed Seal Inspection Forms are catalogued
by the System Responsible Engineer (SRE).

CRUD

The most interesting observation during seal disas-
sembly/inspection was the extraordinary quantity of
crud (particulates, primarily magnetite, circulating in
the PHT system). Large amounts of crud were found
caked in all areas of the seal. On most of the carbon
and carbide seal faces, a "phonographic effect" was
witnessed - the carbon and corresponding carbide
seal faces had concentric grooves which resembled
a phonograph record. The abrasive effects of the
crud result in higher than normal seal wear. (In the
early years, problems with the Pickering B PHT
Purification system resulted in large amounts of crud
in the PHT system which made its way to the pump
seals. Although purification problems have been
resolved, the crud which was be trapped in the pump
seal would remain in the seal.]
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70,000 HOUR SEAL LIFE
Despite the crud and susceptibility to pressure oscil-
lations, Pickering seals have had a relatively long life.
From the information recorded on the Seal
Inspection Forms, carbon wear rates were deter-
mined for the Pickering B PHT pump seal environ-
ment. The highest wear rate observed was about
0.00085" per 1000 hours. This corresponds to a seal
life of about 70,000 hours. The 70,000 hour target
was established as the seal replacement criterion for
Pickering B seals with stable operating parameters.
This 70,000 hour target may be adjusted as more
information is collected on the effects of pressure
oscillations and PHT system cleanliness on seal life.

Detailed inspection results of failed seals have been
correlated to the seal operating parameters observed
in the Control Room. This provides a better under-
standing of the behaviour of a failed seal, and insight
into the use of Control Room indications to distinguish
between a seal that has failed and a seal in a tempo-
rary transient. Guidelines on abnormal seal behaviour
were produced and documented in the Operating
Manual. If abnormal seal behaviour is observed, the
operator is to monitor the interseal pressure, gland
return and gland recirculation temperatures, and seal
leakage hourly, Seal failure is characterized by pres-
sure oscillations that persist for more than 12 hours
with accompanying high gland return temperatures
(>50°C) and high seal leakage (>250 ml/min). In the
case of a primary seal failure, elevated gland recircu-
lation temperatures (0.5°C above normal) also accom-
pany the above indications. If it is found that the seal
has not failed, but has gone through a transient, the
details of the transient are given to the System
Responsible Engineer who will catalogue this infor-
mation. This information will be used to adjust the life
expectancy for that particular seal.

SYSTEM SURVEILLANCE
The following PHT pump seal operating parameters
are collected routinely every two weeks:

• Interseal pressure

• Gland Return Temperature

• Gland Recirculation Temperature

• Seal Leakage Past Secondary Seal

• Seal Gland Supply Flow

This information is trended on an Excel computer
programme. The trend of these parameters is more
valuable than the absolute values for revealing abnor-
mal seal behaviour. Other PHT pump parameters
such as vibration and bearing temperatures are also
trended.

SUMMARY
By detailed logging of seal inspection results, trend-
ing seal parameters, and careful cataloguing of pres-
sure oscillations, some objectivity has been instilled
into the black art of predicting the life of a Pickering
PHT pump seal. Subjective factors such as pressure
oscillations and the quantity of crud in the PHT sys-
tem influence seal life predictions. The crud problem
in the PHT system at Pickering has been resolved.
Seal technology and materials have improved such
that pressure oscillations can be eliminated. With the
elimination of crud and pressure oscillations, it is con-
ceivable that a seal can survive beyond 100,000
hours. Eliminating these factors would also make
seal life predictions more accurate. For Pickering, a
cost/benefit analysis will determine if the increased
capital cost of upgrading the PHT pump seal is worth
the improved reliability.
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